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Abstract
Following the seminal idea of Tukey (1975), data depth is a function that measures how
close an arbitrary point of the space is located to an implicitly defined center of a data cloud.
Having undergone theoretical and computational developments, it is now employed in numerous
applications with classification being the most popular one. TheR-package ddalpha is a software
directed to fuse experience of the applicant with recent achievements in the area of data depth
and depth-based classification.
ddalpha provides an implementation for exact and approximate computation of most rea-
sonable and widely applied notions of data depth. These can be further used in the depth-based
multivariate and functional classifiers implemented in the package, where the DDα-procedure
is in the main focus. The package is expandable with user-defined custom depth methods and
separators. The implemented functions for depth visualization and the built-in benchmark proce-
dures may also serve to provide insights into the geometry of the data and the quality of pattern
recognition.
Keywords: Data depth; Supervised classification; DD-plot; Outsiders; Visualization; Func-
tional classification; ddalpha.
1 Introduction
In 1975 John W. Tukey, in his work on mathematics and the picturing of data, proposed a novel
way of data description, which evolved into a measure of multivariate centrality named data
depth. For a data sample, this statistical function determines centrality, or representativeness of
an arbitrary point in the data, and thus allows for multivariate ordering of data regarding their
centrality. More formally, given a data cloud X = {x1, ...,xn} in Rd, for a point z of the same
space, a depth function D(z|X) measures how close z is located to some (implicitly defined)
center of X . Different concepts of closeness between a point z and a data cloud X suggest
a diversity of possibilities to define such a function and a center as its maximizer. Naturally,
each depth notion concentrates on a certain aspect of X , and thus possesses various theoretical
and computational properties. Many depth notions have arisen during the last several decades
differing in properties and being suitable for various applications. Mahalanobis (Mahalanobis,
1936), halfspace (Tukey, 1975), simplicial volume (Oja, 1983), simplicial (Liu, 1990), zonoid
(Koshevoy and Mosler, 1997), projection (Zuo and Serfling, 2000), spatial (Vardi and Zhang,
2000) depths can be seen as well developed and most widely employed notions of depth function;
see Mosler (2013) for a recent survey with details on categorization and properties.
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Being intrinsically nonparametric, a depth function captures the geometrical features of given
data in an affine-invariant way. By that, it appears to be useful for description of data’s location,
scatter, and shape, allowing for multivariate inference, detection of outliers, ordering of multivari-
ate distributions, and in particular classification, that recently became an important and rapidly
developing application of the depth machinery. While the parameter-free nature of data depth
ensures attractive theoretical properties of classifiers, its ability to reflect data topology provides
promising predicting results on finite samples.
1.1 Classification in the depth space
Consider the following setting for supervised classification: Given a training sample consisting of
q classes X1, ...,Xq, each containing ni, i = 1, ..., q, observations in Rd. For a new observation
x0, a class should be determined, to which it most probably belongs. Depth-based learning started
with plug-in type classifiers. Ghosh and Chaudhuri (2005b) construct a depth-based classifier,
which, in its naı¨ve form, assigns the observation x0 to the class in which it has maximal depth.
They suggest an extension of the classifier, that is consistent w.r.t. Bayes risk for classes stemming
from elliptically symmetric distributions. Further Dutta and Ghosh (2011, 2012) suggest a robust
classifier and a classifier for Lp-symmetric distributions, see also Cui et al. (2008), Mosler and
Hoberg (2006), and additionally Jo¨rnsten (2004) for unsupervised classification.
A novel way to perform depth-based classification has been suggested by Li et al. (2012): first
map a pair of training classes into a two-dimensional depth space, which is called the DD-plot,
and then perform classification by selecting a polynomial that minimizes empirical risk. Finding
such an optimal polynomial numerically is a very challenging and — when done appropriately —
computationally involved task, with a solution that in practice can be unstable (see Mozharovskyi,
2015, Section 1.2.2 for examples). In addition, theDD-plot should be rotated and the polynomial
training phase should be done twice. Nevertheless, the scheme itself allows to construct optimal
classifiers for wider classes of distributions than the elliptical family. Being further developed
and applied by Vencalek (2011); Lange et al. (2014b); Mozharovskyi et al. (2015) it proved to
be useful in practice, also in the functional setting (Mosler and Mozharovskyi, 2015; Cuesta-
Albertos et al., 2016).
The general depth-based supervised classification framework implemented in the R-package
ddalpha can be described as follows. In the first training phase, each point of the training sam-
ple is mapped into the q-variate space of its depth values with respect to each of the classes
xi 7→ (D(xi|X1), ..., D(xi|Xq)). In the second training phase, a low-dimensional classifier,
flexible enough to account for the change in data topology due to the depth transform, is em-
ployed in the depth space. We suggest to use the α-procedure, which is a nonparametric, robust,
and computationally efficient separator. When classifying an unknown point x0, the first phase
remains unchanged (x0 7→ (D(x0|X1), ..., D(x0|Xq))), and in the second phase the trained q-
variate separator assigns the depth-transformed point to one of the classes. Depth notions best
reflecting data geometry share the common feature to attain value zero immediately beyond the
convex hull of the data cloud. Thus, if such a data depth is used in the first phase, it may happen
that x0 is mapped to the origin of the depth space, and thus cannot be readily classified. We
call such a point an outsider and suggest to apply a special treatment to assign it. If the data is
of functional nature, a finitization step based on the location-slope (LS-) transform precedes the
above described process. Depth transform, α-procedure, outsider treatment, and the preceding
LS-transform constitute the DDα-classifier. This together with the depth-calculating machinery
constitutes the heart of the R-package ddalpha.
2
1.2 The R-package ddalpha
The R-package ddalpha is a software directed to fuse experience of the applicant with recent the-
oretical and computational achievements in the area of data depth and depth-based classification.
It provides an implementation for exact and approximate computation of seven most reasonable
and widely applied depth notions: Mahalanobis, halfspace, zonoid, projection, spatial, simplicial
and simplicial volume depths. The variety of depth-calculating procedures includes functions for
computation of data depth of one or more points w.r.t. a data set, construction of the classification-
ready q-dimensional depth space, visualization of the bivariate depth function for a sample in the
form of upper-level contours and of a 3D-surface.
The main feature of the proposed methodology on the DD-plot is the DDα-classifier, which
is an adaptation of the α-procedure to the depth space. Except for its efficient and fast implemen-
tation, ddalpha suggests other classification techniques that can be employed in theDD-plot: the
original polynomial separator by Li et al. (2012) and the depth-based kNN-classifier proposed by
Vencalek (2011).
Halfspace, zonoid and simplicial depths vanish beyond the convex hull of the sample, and
thus cause outsiders during classification. For this case, ddalpha offers a number of outsider
treatments and a mechanism for their management.
If it is decided to employ theDD-classifier, its constituents are to be chosen: data depth, clas-
sification technique in the depth space, and, if needed, outsider treatment and aggregation scheme
for multi-class classification. Their parameters, such as type and subset size of the variance-
covariance estimator for Mahalanobis and spatial depth, number of approximating directions for
halfspace and projection depth or part of simplices for approximating simplicial and simplicial
volume depths, degree of polynomial extension for the α-procedure or the polynomial classifier,
number of nearest neighbors in the depth space or for an outsider treatment, etc. must be set.
Rich built-in benchmark procedures allow to estimate the empirical risk and error rates of the
DD-classifier and the portion of outsiders help in making the decision concerning the settings.
ddalpha possesses tools for immediate classification of functional data in which the mea-
surements are first brought onto a finite dimensional basis, and then fed to the depth-classifier. In
addition, the componentwise classification technique by Delaigle et al. (2012) is implemented.
Unlike other packages, ddalpha implements under one roof various depth functions and clas-
sifiers for multivariate and functional data. ddalpha is the only package that implements zonoid
depth and efficient exact halfspace depth. All depths in the package are implemented for any
dimension d ≥ 2; except for the projection depth all implemented algorithms are exact, and
supplemented by their approximating versions to deal with the increasing computational bur-
den for large samples and higher dimensions. It also supports user-friendly definitions of depths
and classifiers. In addition, the package contains 50 multivariate and 4 functional ready-to-use
classification problems and data generators for a palette of distributions.
Most of the functions of the package are programmed in C++, in order to be fast and efficient.
The package has a module structure, which makes it expandable and allows user-defined custom
depth methods and separators. ddalpha employs boost (package BH Eddelbuettel et al. (2016a)),
a well known fast and widely applied library, and resorts to Rcpp (Eddelbuettel et al., 2016b)
allowing for calls of R functions from C++.
3
1.3 Existing R-functionality on data depth
Having proved to be useful in many areas, data depth and its applications find implementation in
a number of R-packages: aplpack, depth, localdepth, fda.usc, rsdepth, depthTools, MFHD,
depth.plot, DepthProc, WMTregions, modQR, OjaNP.
Functions of aplpack (Wolf, 2014) allow to exactly compute bivariate halfspace depth and
construct a bagplot.
R-package depth (Genest et al., 2012) provides implementation for the exact halfspace depth
for d ≤ 3 and for approximate halfspace depth when d ≥ 3, exact simplicial depth in R2, and
exact simplicial volume depth in any dimension.
DepthProc (Kosiorowski et al., 2016) calculates Mahalanobis, Euclidean, LP, bivariate re-
gression, and modified band depth and approximates halfspace and projection depth, provides
implementation for their local versions w.r.t. Paindaveine and Van Bever (2013) and for the corre-
sponding depth median estimators. It also contains functions for depth visualization and produces
DD-plots.
Agostinelli and Romanazzi (2011) proposed local versions for several depth notions. Their
R-package localdepth (Agostinelli et al., 2013) evaluates simplicial, univariate halfspace, Ma-
halanobis, ellipsoid depths and their localization.
The package fda.usc (Febrero-Bande and Oviedo de la Fuente, 2012) provides methods for
exploratory and descriptive analysis of functional data. It contains functions for functional data
representation, functional outliers detection, functional regression models and analysis of vari-
ance model, functional supervised and unsupervised classification. The package calculates the
following depth functions for multivariate data: simplicial depth in R2, halfspace depth (aprox-
imate for d > 3), Mahalanobis depth, approximate projection depth, likelihood depth; and for
functional data: Fraiman and Muniz depth, h-modal depth, random Tukey depth, random pro-
jection depth, double random projection depth. In addition the package suggests a number of
classifiers acting in the functional depth space, namely maximum depth, polynomial, logistic
regression, LDA, QDA, kNN and KDA ones.
Several packages have specific purpose or implement only one depth. Among the others are:
depthTools (Lopez-Pintado and Torrente, 2013), implementing different statistical tools for the
description and analysis of gene expression data based on the modified band depth; depth.plot
(Mahalanobish and Karmakar, 2015), containing the implementations of spatial depth and spatial
ranks and constructing corresponding DD-plots; MFHD (Hubert and Vakili, 2013), calculating
multivariate functional halfspace depth and median for bivarite functional data; rsdepth (Mustafa
et al., 2014), implementing the ray shooting depth and the corresponding median inR2; WMTre-
gions (Bazovkin, 2013), computing weighted-mean trimmed regions with zonoid regions as a
special case; modQR (Sˇiman and Bocˇek, 2016), calculating multiple-output regression quantiles
with halfspace trimmed regions as a special case; and OjaNP (Fischer et al., 2016), which offers
efficient computation of the multivariate Oja median and related statistics.
1.4 Outline of the article
To facilitate understanding and keep the presentation solid, the functionality of the R-package
ddalpha is illustrated through the article on the same functional data set “ECG Five Days” from
Chen et al. (2015), which is a long ECG time series constituting two classes. The data set origi-
nally contains 890 objects. We took a subset consisting of 70 objects only (35 from each of the
days) which best demonstrates the general and complete aspects of the proposed procedures (e.g.,
existence of outliers in its bivariate projection or necessity of three features in the α-procedure).
In Section 5 functional data are transformed into a finite dimensional space using the LS-
transform, as it is shown in Figure 1 presenting the functions and their derivatives. In this example
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Figure 1: ECG Five Days data (left) and their derivatives (right).
we choose L = S = 1, and thus the LS-transform produces the two-dimensional discrete space,
where each function is described by the area under the function and under its derivative as it
is shown in Figure 6, left. Then in Section 2, the depth is calculated in this two-dimensional
space (Figure 6, middle) and the DD-plot is constructed in Section 3 (Figure 6, right). The
classification is performed by the DDα-separator in the DD-plot. The steps of the α-procedure
are illustrated on Figure 7.
Section 2 presents a theoretical description of the data depth and the depth notions imple-
mented in the package. In addition, it compares their computation time and performance when
employed in the maximum depth classifier. Section 3 includes a comprehensive algorithmic
description of the DDα-classifier with a real-data illustration. Further, it discusses other clas-
sification techniques that can be employed in the DD-plot. The questions whether one should
choose a depth that avoids outsiders or should allow for outsiders and classify them separately,
and in which way, are considered in Section 4. Section 5 addresses the classification of functional
data. In Section 6, the basic structure and concepts of the R-package user interface are presented,
along with a discussion of their usage for configuring the classifier and examples for calling its
functions.
2 Data depth
This section regards depth functions. First (Section 2.1), we briefly review the concept of data
depth and its fundamental properties. Then (Section 2.2), we give the definitions in their empir-
ical versions for several depth notions: Mahalanobis, projection, spatial, halfspace, simplicial,
simplicial volume, zonoid depths. For each notion, we shortly discuss relevant computational
aspects, leaving motivations, ideas, and details to the corresponding literature and the software
manual. We do not touch the question of computation of depth-trimmed regions for the follow-
ing reasons: first, for a number of depth notions there exist no algorithms; then, for some depth
notions these can be computed using different R-packages, e.g. WMTregions for the family
of weighted-mean regions including zonoid depth (Bazovkin and Mosler, 2012) or modQR for
multiple-output quantile regression including halfspace depth as a particular case; finally, this
is not required in classification. After having introduced depth notions, we compare the speed
of the implemented exact algorithms by means of simulated data (Section 2.3). The section is
concluded (Section 2.4) by a comparison of error rates of the naı¨ve maximum depth classifier,
paving a bridge to the more developed DD-plot classification which is covered in the following
sections.
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2.1 The concept
Consider a point z ∈ Rd and a data sample X = (x1, ...,xn)′ in the d-dimensional Euclidean
space, with X being a (n × d)-matrix and ′ being the transposition operation. A data depth
is a function D(z|X) : Rd 7→ [0, 1] that describes how deep, or central, the observation z is
located w.r.t. X . In a natural way, it involves some notion of center. This is any point of the
space attaining the highest depth value inX , and not necessarily a single one. In this view, depth
can be seen as a center-outward ordering, i.e. points closer to the center have a higher depth, and
those more outlying a smaller one.
The concept of a depth function can be formalized by stating postulates (requirements) it
should satisfy. Following Dyckerhoff (2004) and Mosler (2013), a depth function is a function
D(z|X) : Rd 7→ [0, 1] that is:
(D1) translation invariant: D(z+b|X+1nb′) = D(z|X) for all b ∈ Rd (here 1n = (1, ..., 1)′),
(D2) linear invariant: D(Az|XA′) = D(z|X) for every nonsingular d× d matrixA,
(D3) zero at infinity: lim‖z‖→∞D(z|X) = 0,
(D4) monotone on rays: Let z∗ = argmaxz∈Rd D(z|X), then for all r ∈ Sd−1 the function
β 7→ D(z∗ + βr|X) decreases in the weak sense, for β > 0,
(D5) upper semicontinuous: the upper level setsDα(X) = {z ∈ Rd : D(z|X) ≥ α} are closed
for all α.
For slightly different postulates see Liu (1992) and Zuo and Serfling (2000).
The first two properties state that D(·|X) is affine invariant. A in (D2) can be weakened
to isometric linear transformations, which yields an orthogonal invariant depth. Taking instead
of A some constant λ > 0 gives a scale invariant depth function. (D3) ensures that the upper
level sets Dα, α > 0, are bounded. According to (D4), the upper level sets are starshaped around
z∗, and Dmax
z∈Rd D(z|X)(X) is convex. (D4) can be strengthened by requiring D(·|X) to be
a quasiconcave function. In this case, the upper level sets are convex for all α > 0. (D5) is a
useful technical restriction.
Upper level sets Dα(X) = {x ∈ Rd : D(x|X) ≥ α} of a depth function are also called
depth-trimmed or central regions. They describe the distribution’s location, dispersion, and
shape. For given X , the sets Dα(X) constitute a nested family of trimming regions. Note
that due to (D1) and (D2) the central regions are affine equivariant, due to (D3) bounded, due to
(D5) closed, and due to (D4) star-shaped (respectively convex, if quasiconcaveness of D(·|X) is
additionally required).
2.2 Implemented notions
The R-package ddalpha implements a number of depths. Below we consider their empirical
versions. For each implemented notion of data depth, the depth surface (left) and depth contours
(right) are plotted in Figures 2 and 3 for bivariate data used in Section 5.
Mahalanobis depth is based on an outlyingness measure, viz. the Mahalanobis distance
(Mahalanobis, 1936) between z and a center ofX , µ(X) say:
d2Mah
(
z;µ(X),Σ(X)
)
=
(
z − µ(X))′Σ(X)−1(z − µ(X)).
The depth of a point z w.r.t.X is then defined as (Liu, 1992)
DMah(z|X) = 1
1 + d2Mah
(
z;µ(X),Σ(X)
) , (1)
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Figure 2: Depth plots and contours of bivariate data.
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Figure 3: Depth plots and contours of bivariate data.
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where µ(X) and Σ(X) are appropriate estimates of mean and covariance of X . This depth
function obviously satisfies all the above postulates and is quasi-concave, too. It can be regarded
as a parametric depth as it is defined by a finite number of parameters (namely d(d+1)2 ). Based on
the two first moments, its depth contours are always ellipsoids centered at µ(X), and thus inde-
pendent of the shape ofX . Ifµ(X) and Σ(X) are chosen to be moment estimates, i.e. µ(X) =
1
nX
′1n being the traditional average and Σ(X) = 1n−1(X − 1nµ(X)′)′(X − 1nµ(X)′) be-
ing the empirical covariance matrix, the corresponding depth may be sensitive to outliers. A
more robust depth is obtained with the minimum covariance determinant (MCD) estimator, see
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987).
Calculation of the Mahalanobis depth consists in estimation of the center vector µ(X) and
the inverse of the scatter matrix Σ(X). In the simplest case of traditional moment estimates the
time complexity amounts to O(nd2 + d3) only. Rousseeuw and Van Driessen (1999) develop an
efficient algorithm for computing robust MCD estimates.
Projection depth, similar to Mahalanobis depth, is based on a measure of outlyingness. See
Stahel (1981), Donoho (1982), and also Liu (1992), Zuo and Serfling (2000). The worst case
outlyingness is obtained by maximizing an outlyingness measure over all univariate projections:
oprj(z|X) = sup
u∈Sd−1
|z′u−m(X ′u)|
σ(X ′u)
,
with m(y) and σ(y) being any location and scatter estimates of a univariate sample y. Taking
m(y) as the mean and σ(y) as the standard deviation one gets the Mahalanobis outlyingness,
due to the projection property (Dyckerhoff, 2004). In the literature and in practice most often
median, med(y) = y( bn+1c
2
), and median absolute deviation from the median, MAD(y) =
med(|y −med(y)1n|), are used, as they are robust. Projection depth is then obtained as
Dprj(z|X) = 1
1 + oprj(z|X) . (2)
This depth satisfies all the above postulates and quasiconcavity. By involving the symmetric
scale factorMAD its contours are centrally symmetric and thus are not well suited for describing
skewed data.
Exact computation of the projection depth is a nontrivial task, which fast becomes intractable
for large n and d. Liu and Zuo (2014) suggest an algorithm (and a MATLAB implementation,
see Liu and Zuo, 2015). In practice one may approximate the projection depth from above by
minimizing it over projections on k random lines, which has time complexity O(knd). It can be
shown that finding the exact value is a zero-probability event though.
Spatial depth (alsoL1-depth) is a distance-based depth formulated by Vardi and Zhang (2000)
and Serfling (2002), exploiting the idea of spatial quantiles of Chaudhuri (1996) and Koltchinskii
(1997). For a point z ∈ Rd, it is defined as one minus the length of the average direction fromX
to z:
Dspt(z|X) = 1−
∥∥∥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
v
(
Σ−
1
2 (X)(z − xi)
)∥∥∥, (3)
with v(y) = y‖y‖ if y 6= 0, and v(0) = 0. The scatter matrix Σ(X) provides the affine
invariance.
Affine invariant spatial depth satisfies all the above postulates, but is not quasiconcave. Its
maximum is referred to as the spatial median. In the one-dimensional case it coincides with the
halfspace depth, defined below.
Spatial depth can be efficiently computed even for large samples amounting in the simplest
case to time complexity O(nd2 + d3); for calculation of Σ−
1
2 (X) see the above discussion of
the Mahalanobis depth.
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Halfspace depth follows the idea of Tukey (1975), see also Donoho and Gasko (1992). The
Tukey (=halfspace, location) depth of z w.r.t.X is determined as:
Dhs(z|X) = min
u∈Sd−1
1
n
#{i : x′iu ≤ z′u; i = 1, ..., n}. (4)
Halfspace depth satisfies all the postulates of a depth function. In addition, it is quasiconcave,
and equals zero outside the convex hull of the support of X . For any X , there exists at least one
point having depth not smaller than 11+d (Mizera, 2002). For empirical distributions, halfspace
depth is a discrete function of z, and the set of depth-maximizing locations — the halfspace
median — can consist of more than one point (to obtain a unique median, an average of this
deepest trimmed region can be calculated). Halfspace depth determines the empirical distribution
uniquely (Struyf and Rousseeuw, 1999; Koshevoy, 2002).
Dyckerhoff and Mozharovskyi (2016) develop a family of algorithms (for each d > 1) pos-
sessing time complexity O(nd−1 log n) and O(nd) (the last has proven to be computationally
more efficient for larger d and small n). These algorithms are applicable for moderate n and d.
For large n or d and (or) if the depth has to be computed many times, approximation by mini-
mizing over projections on random lines can be performed (Dyckerhoff, 2004; Cuesta-Albertos
and Nieto-Reyes, 2008). By that, Dhs(z|X) is approximated from above with time complexity
O(knd), and Dhs(X|X) with time complexity O
(
kn(d + log n)
)
, using k random directions
(see also Mozharovskyi et al., 2015).
Simplicial depth (Liu, 1990) is defined as the portion of simplices having vertices from X
which contain z:
Dsim(z|X) = 1( n
d+1
) ∑
1≤i1<i2<...<id+1≤n
I
(
z ∈ conv(xi1 ,xi2 , ...,xid+1)
)
(5)
with conv(Y) being the convex hull of Y and I(Y) standing for the indicator function, which
equals 1 if Y is true and 0 otherwise.
It satisfies postulates (D1), (D2), (D3), and (D5). The set of depth-maximizing locations is not
a singleton, but, different to the halfspace depth, it is not convex (in fact it is not even necessarily
connected) and thus simplicial depths fails to satisfy (D4). It characterizes the empirical measure
if the data, i.e. the rows ofX , are in general position, and is, as well as the halfspace depth, due to
its nature rather insensitive to outliers, but vanishes beyond the convex hull of the data conv(X).
Exact computation of the simplicial depth has time complexity of O(nd+1d3). Approxima-
tions accounting for a part of simplices can lead to time complexity O(kd3) only when drawing
k random (d+ 1)-tuples from X , or reduce real computational burden with the same time com-
plexity, but keeping precision when drawing a constant portion of
(
n
d+1
)
. For R2, Rousseeuw and
Ruts (1996) proposed an exact efficient algorithm with time complexity O(n log n) .
Simplicial volume depth (Oja, 1983) is defined via the average volume of the simplex with d
vertices fromX and one being z:
Dsimv(z|X) = 1
1 + 1
(nd)
√
det
(
Σ(X)
) ∑1≤i1<i2<...<id≤n vol(conv(z,xi1 ,xi2 , ...,xid)) (6)
with vol(Y) being the Lebesgue measure of Y .
It satisfies all above postulates, is quasiconcave, determines X uniquely (Koshevoy, 2003),
and has a nonunique median.
Time complexity of the exact computation of the simplicial volume depth amounts to
O(ndd3), and thus approximations similar to the simplicial depth may be necessary.
Zonoid depth has been first introduced by Koshevoy and Mosler (1997), see also Mosler
(2002) for a discussion in detail. The zonoid depth function is most simply defined by means
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of depth contours — the zonoid trimmed regions. The zonoid α-trimmed region of an empirical
distribution is defined as follows: For α ∈ [ kn , k+1n ] , k = 1, ..., n−1 the zonoid region is defined
as
Zα(X) = conv
{ 1
αn
k∑
j=1
xij +
(
1− k
αn
)
xik+1 : {i1, ..., ik+1} ⊂ {1, ..., n}
}
,
and for α ∈ [0, 1n)
Zα(X) = conv(X).
Thus, e.g., Z 3
n
(X) is the convex hull of the set of all possible averages involving three points of
X , and Z0(X) is just the convex hull ofX .
The zonoid depth of a point z w.r.t. X is then defined as the largest α ∈ [0, 1] such that
Zα(X) contains z if z ∈ conv(X) and 0 otherwise:
Dzon(z|X) = sup{α ∈ [0, 1] : z ∈ Zα(X)}, (7)
where sup of ∅ is defined to be 0.
The zonoid depth belongs to the class of weighted-mean depths, see Dyckerhoff and Mosler
(2011). It satisfies all the above postulates and is quasiconcave. As well as halfspace and simpli-
cial depth, zonoid depth vanishes beyond the convex hull of X . Its maximum (always equaling
1) is located at the mean of the data, thus this depth is not robust.
Its exact computation with the algorithm of Dyckerhoff et al. (1996), based on linear pro-
gramming and exploiting the idea of Danzig-Wolf decomposition, appears to be fast enough for
large n and d, not to need approximation.
A common property of the considered above depth notions is that they concentrate on global
features of the data ignoring local specifics of sample geometry. Thus they are unable to reflect
multimodality of the underlying distribution. Several depths have been proposed in the literature
to overcome this difficulty. Two of them were introduced in the classification context, localized
extension of the spatial depth (Dutta and Ghosh, 2015) and the data potential (Pokotylo and
Mosler, 2016). They are also implemented in the R-package ddalpha. The performance of
these depths and of the classifiers exploiting them depends on the type of the kernel and its
bandwidth. While the behaviour of these two notions substantially differs from the seven depth
notions mentioned above, we leave them beyond the scope of this article and relegate to the
corresponding literature for theoretical and experimental results.
2.3 Computation time
To give insights into the speed of exactly calculating various depth notions we indicate compu-
tation times by graphics in Figure 4. On the logarithmic time scale, the lines represent the time
(in seconds) needed to compute the depth of a single point, averaged over 50 points w.r.t. 60
samples, varying dimension d ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} and sample length n ∈ {50, 100, 250, 500, 1000}.
Due to the fact that computation times of the algorithms do not depend on the particular shape of
the data, the data has been drawn from the standard normal distribution. Some of the graphics are
incomplete due to excessive time. Projection depth has been approximated using 10 000 000/n
random projections, all other depths have been computed exactly. Here we used one kernel of the
Intel Core i7-4770 (3.4 GHz) processor having enough physical memory.
One can see that, for all considered depths and n ≤ 1 000, computation of the two-
dimensional depth never oversteps one second. For halfspace and simplicial depth this can be
explained by the fact that in the bivariate case both depths depend only on the angles between
the lines connecting z with the data points xi and the abscissa. Computing these angles and
sorting them has a complexity of O(n log n) which determines the complexity of the bivariate
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algorithms. As expected, halfspace, simplicial, and simplicial volume depths, being of combina-
torial nature, have exponential time growth in (n, d). Somewhat surprising, zonoid depth being
computed by linear programming, seems to be way less sensitive to dimension. One can conclude
that in applications with restricted computational resources, halfspace, projection, simplicial and
simplicial volume depths may be rather approximated in higher dimensions, while exact algo-
rithms can still be used in the low-dimensional framework, e.g. when computing time cuts of
multivariate functional depths, or to assess the performance of approximation algorithms.
d: 2 d: 3 d: 4 d: 5
1 ms
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1 s
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10 m
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10 h
50 100 250 500 100050 100 250 500 100050 100 250 500 100050 100 250 500 1000
Number of points
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m
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— zonoid, - - halfspace,—Mahalanobis, - - spatial,— projection,— simplicial, - - simplicial volume
Figure 4: Calculation time of various depth functions, on the logarithmic time scale.
2.4 Maximum depth classifier
To demonstrate the differing finite-sample behavior of the above depth notions and to construct
a bridge to supervised classification, in this section we compare the depths in the frame of the
maximum depth classifier. This is obtained by simply choosing the class in which x0 has the
highest depth (breaking ties at random):
class(x0) = argmax
i∈{1,...,q}
D(x0|Xi). (8)
Ghosh and Chaudhuri (2005b) have proven that its misclassification rate converges to the optimal
Bayes risk if each Xi, i = 1, ..., q, is sampled from a unimodal elliptically symmetric distri-
bution having a common nonincreasing density function, a prior probability 1q , and differing in
location parameter only (location-shift model), for halfspace, simplicial, and projection depths,
and under additional assumptions for spatial and simplicial volume depths. Setting q = 2, and
n = 24, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, ni = n/2, i = 1, 2, we sampleXi from a Student-t distribution
with location parameters µ1 = [0, 0], µ2 = [1, 1] and common scale parameter Σ = [ 1 11 4 ], setting
the degrees of freedom to t = 1, 5, 10,∞. Average error rates over 250 samples each checked
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on 1000 observations are indicated in Figure 5. The testing observations were sampled inside the
convex hull of the training set. The problem of outsiders is addressed in Section 4. For n = 1000,
experiments have not been conducted with the simplicial depth due to high computation time.
As expected, with increasing n and t classification error and difference between various
depths decrease. As the classes stem from elliptical family, depths accounting explicitly for
ellipticity (Mahalanobis and spatial due to covariance matrix), symmetry of the data (projection),
and also volume, form the error frontier. On the other hand, except for the projection depth, they
are nonrobust and perform poorly for Cauchy distribution. While projection depth, even being
approximated, behaves excellent in all the experiments, it may perform poorly if distributions of
Xi retain asymmetry due to inability to reflect this.
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Figure 5: Average error rates of the maximum depth classifier with different data depths. The
samples are simulated from the Student-t distribution possessing 1, 5, 10, and ∞ degrees of
freedom.
3 Classification in the DD-plot
In Section 2.4, we have already considered the naive way of depth-based classification — the
maximum depth classifier. Its extension beyond the equal-prior location-shift model, e.g. to
account for differing shape matrices of the two classes, or unequal prior probabilities, is some-
what cumbersome, cf. Ghosh and Chaudhuri (2005a); Cui et al. (2008). A simpler way, namely
to use the DD-plot (or, more general, a q-dimensional depth space), has been proposed by Li
et al. (2012). For a training sample consisting of X1, ...,Xq, the depth space is constructed by
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applying the mapping Rd → [0, 1]q : x 7→ (D(x|X1), ..., D(x|Xq)) to each of the obser-
vations. Then the classification is performed in this low-dimensional space of depth-extracted
information, which, e.g., for q = 2 is just a unit square. The core idea of the DDα-classifier
is the DDα-separator, a fast heuristic for the DD-plot. This is presented in Section 3.1, where
we slightly abuse the notation introduced before. This is done in an intuitive way for the sake
of understandability and closeness to the implementation. Further, in Section 3.2 we discuss
application of alternative techniques in the depth space.
3.1 The DDα-separator
The DDα-separator is an extension of the α-procedure to the depth space, see Vasil’ev (2003);
Vasil’ev and Lange (1998), also Lange and Mozharovskyi (2014). It iteratively synthesizes the
space of features, coordinate axes of the depth space or their (polynomial) extensions, choosing
features minimizing a two-dimensional empirical risk in each step. The process of space enlarge-
ment stops when adding features does not further reduce the empirical risk. Here we give its
comprehensive description. The detailed algorithm is stated right below.
Regard the two-class sample illustrated on Figure 6, left, representing discretizations of the
electrocardiogram curves. Explanation of the data is given in Section 1.4, we postpone the ex-
planation of the discretization scheme till Section 5 and consider a binary classification in the
DD-plot for the moment. Figure 6, middle, represents the depth contours of each class com-
puted using the spatial depth. The DD-plot is obtained as a depth mapping (X1,X2) 7→ Z =
{zi = (Di,1, Di,2), i = 1, ..., n1 + n2}, when the first class is indexed by i = 1, ..., n1 and the
second by i = n1 + 1, ..., n2, and writing Dspt(xi|X1) (respectively Dspt(xi|X2)) by Di,1 (re-
spectively Di,2) for shortness. Further, to enable for nonlinear separation in the depth space, but
to employ linear discrimination in the synthesized subspaces, the kernel trick is applied. As the
DDα-separator explicitly works with the dimensions (space axis), a finite-dimensional resulting
space is required. We choose the space extension degree by means of a fast cross-validation,
which is performed over a small range and in the depth space only. The high computation speed
of the DDα-separator allows for this.
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Figure 6: The discretized space (left), the depth contours with the separating rule (middle) and
the DD-plot with the separating line in it (right), using spatial depth. Here we denote the depth
of a point w.r.t. red and blue classes by x and y, respectively.
We use polynomial extension of degree p, which results in r =
(
p+q
q
) − 1 dimensions (by
default, we choose p among {1, 2, 3} using 10-fold cross-validation); truncated series or another
finitized basis of general reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces can be used alternatively. This ex-
tended depth space serves as the input to the DDα-separator. For q = 2, and taking p = 3, one
gets the extended depth spaceZ(p) consisting of observations z(p)i = (Di,1, Di,2, D
2
i,1, Di,1×
Di,2, D
2
i,2, D
3
i,1, D
2
i,1 ×Di,2, Di,1 ×D2i,2, D3i,2) ∈ Rr.
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After initializations, on the 1st step, the DDα-separator starts with choosing the pair of ex-
tended properties minimizing the empirical risk. For this, it searches through all coordinate sub-
spaces Z(k,l) = {z(k,l)i | z(k,l)i = (z(p)ik , z(p)il ), i = 1, ..., n1 + n2} for all 1 ≤ k < l ≤ r, i.e. all
pairs of coordinate axis of Z(p). For each of them, the angle α(k,l)1 minimizing the empirical risk
is found
α
(k,l)
1 ∈ argmin
α∈[0;2pi)
∆(k,l)(α) (9)
with
∆(k,l)(α) =
n1∑
i=1
I(z
(p)
ik cosα− z(p)il sinα < 0) +
n1+n2∑
i=n1+1
I(z
(p)
ik cosα− z(p)il sinα > 0). (10)
For the regarded example, this is demonstrated in Figure 7 by the upper triangle of the considered
subspaces. Computationally, it is reasonable to check only those α corresponding to (radial)
intervals between points and to choose α(k,l)1 as an average angle between two points from Z
(k,l)
in case there is a choice, as it is implemented in procedure GetMinError. Computational demand
is further reduced by skipping uninformative pairs, e.g., if one feature is a power of another one
and, therefore, the bivariate plot is collapsed to a line, as shown in Figure 7. Finally, a triplet is
chosen:
(α
(k∗,l∗)
1 , k
∗, l∗) ∈ argmin
1≤k<l≤r, α∈[0;2pi)
∆(k,l)(α), (11)
i.e. a two-dimensional coordinate subspace Z(k
∗,l∗) in which the minimal empirical risk over all
such subspaces is achieved, and the corresponding angle α(k
∗,l∗)
1 minimizing this. Among all the
minimizing triplets (there may be several as empirical risk is discrete) it is reasonable to choose
k∗ and l∗ with the smallest polynomial degree, the simplest model. Using α(k
∗,l∗)
1 , Z
(k∗,l∗) is
convoluted to a real line
z(1
∗) = {zi | zi = z(p)ik∗ cosα(k
∗,l∗)
1 − z(p)il∗ sinα(k
∗,l∗)
1 , i = 1, ..., n1 + n2}, (12)
— first feature of the synthesized space.
On each following s-step (s ≥ 2), the DDα-separator proceeds as follows. The feature,
obtained by the convolution on the previous (s − 1)-step, is coupled with each of the ex-
tended properties of the depth space, such that a space Z((s−1)∗,k) = {z((s−1)∗,k)i | z((s−1)
∗,k)
i =
(z
((s−1)∗)
i , z
(p)
ik ), i = 1, ..., n1 + n2} is regarded, for all k used in no convolution before. For
each Z((s−1)∗,k), ∆((s−1)∗,k)(α(k)s ) and the corresponding empirical-risk-minimizing angle α
(k)
s
are obtained using (9) and (10). Out of all considered k, the one minimizing ∆((s−1)∗,k)(α(k)s )
is chosen, as in (11), and the corresponding Z((s−1)∗,k) is convoluted to z(s∗), as in (12). The
second part of Figure 7 illustrates a possible second step of the algorithm.
Here we present the algorithm of the DDα-separator:
The main procedure
Input: X˜ = {x˜1, ..., x˜n}, x˜i ∈ Rd,
{y1, ..., yn}, yi ∈ {−1, 1} for all i = 1, ...,m = m−1 +m+1.
1. X = X˜T = {x1, ...,xd}, xi ∈ Rn.
2. Initialize arrays:
(a) array of available properties P ← {1..d};
(b) array of constructed features F ← ∅;
(c) for a feature f ∈ F denote f.p and f.α the number of the used property and the
optimal angle.
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3. 1st step: Find the first features:
(a) select optimal starting features considering all pairs from P :
(opt1, opt2, emin, α) = arg ming∈G g.e with
G = {(p1, p2, e, α) : (e, α) = GetMinError(xp1 ,xp2), p1, p2 ∈ P , p1 < p2}
(b) F ← F ∪ {(opt1, 0), (opt2, α)}
(c) P ← P \ {opt1, opt2}
(d) set current feature f ′ = xopt1 × cos(α) + xopt2 × sin(α)
4. Following steps: Search an optimal feature space while empirical error rate decreases
while emin 6= 0 and P 6= ∅ do
(a) select next optimal feature considering all properties from P :
(opt, e˜min, α) = arg ming∈G g.e with
G = {(p, e, α) : (e, α) = GetMinError(f ′,xp), p ∈ P }
(b) Check if the new feature improves the separation:
if e˜min < emin then
emin = e˜min
F ← F ∪ (opt, α)
P ← P \ opt
update current feature f ′ = f ′ × cos(α) + xopt × sin(α)
else
break
5. Get the normal vector of the separating hyperplane:
(a) Declare a vector r ∈ Rd, ri = 0 for all i = 1, ..., d. Set a = 1.
(b) Calculate the vector components as rFi.p =
∏]F
j=i+1
(
cos(Fj .α)
)
sin(Fi.α):
for all i ∈ {]F ..2} do
rFi.p = a× sin(Fi.α)
a = a× cos(Fi.α)
rF1.p = a
(c) Project the points on the ray: pi.y = yi, pi.x = r · x˜i
(d) Sort p w.r.t. p·.x in ascending order.
(e) Count the cardinalities before the separation plane
ml− = ]{i : pi.y = −1,pi.x ≤ 0},
ml+ = ]{i : pi.y = +1,pi.x ≤ 0}
(f) Count the errors
e− = ml+ +m− −ml−,
e+ = ml− +m+ −ml+
(g) if e− > e+ then
r ← −r
Output: the normal vector of the separating hyperplane r.
Procedure GetMinError
Input: current feature f ∈ Rn, property x ∈ Rn.
1. Obtain angles:
(a) Calculate αi = arctan xifj , i = 1, ..., n, with arctan
0
0 = 0.
(b) Aggregate angles into set A. Denote Ai.α = αi and Ai.y = yi the angle and the
pattern of the corresponding point. Set Ai.y to 0 for the points having both xi = 0
and fi = 0.
(c) Sort A w.r.t. A·.α in ascending order.
2. Look for the optimal threshold:
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(a) Define iopt = arg maxi
(
|∑i1Ai.y|+ |∑ni+1Ai.y|) as the place of the optimal
threshold and emin = n−maxi
(
|∑i1Ai.y|+ |∑ni+1Ai.y|) as the minimal number
of incorrectly classified points
(b) Define the optimal angle αopt = 12(Aiopt+1.α+Aiopt+2.α)− pi2 .
Output: min error emin, optimal angle αopt
From the practical point of view, the routine DDα-separator has high computation speed as
in each plane it has the complexity of the quick-sort procedure: O
(∑q
i=1 ni log(
∑q
i=1 ni)
)
.
While minimizing empirical risk in two-dimensional coordinate subspaces and due to the
choice of efficient for classification features, the DDα-separator tends to be close to the optimal
risk-minimizing hyperplane in the extended space. To a large extent, this explains the performance
of the DDα-procedure on finite samples.
The robustness of the procedure is twofold: First, regarding points, as the depth-space is
compact, the outlyingness of the points in it is restricted, and the DDα-separator is robust due to
its risk-minimizing nature, i.e. by the discrete (zero-or-one) loss function. And second, regarding
features, the separator is not entirely driven by the exact points’ location, but accounts for im-
portance of features of the (extended) depth space. By that, the model complexity is kept low; in
practice a few features are selected only, see, e.g., Section 5.2 of Mozharovskyi et al. (2015).
For theoretical results on the DDα-procedure the reader is referred to Section 4 of Lange
et al. (2014b). Mozharovskyi et al. (2015) provide an extensive comparative empirical study
of its performance with a variety of data sets and for different depth notions and outsider treat-
ments, while Lange et al. (2014a) conduct a simulation study on asymmetric and heavy-tailed
distributions.
3.2 Alternative separators in the DD-plot
Besides the DDα-separator, the package ddalpha allows for two alternative separators in the
depth space: a polynomial rule and the k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) procedure.
When Li et al. (2012) introduce the DD-classifier, they suggest to use a polynomial of cer-
tain degree passing through the origin of the DD-plot to separate the two training classes. Based
on the fact that by choosing the polynomial order appropriately the empirical risk can be ap-
proximated arbitrarily well, they prove the consistency of the DD-classifier for a wide range of
distributions including some important cases of the elliptically symmetric family. In practice,
the minimal error is searched by smoothing the empirical loss with a logistic function and then
optimizing the parameter of this function. This strategy has sources of instability such as choice
of the smoothing constant and multimodality of the loss function. The authors (partially) solve
the last issue by varying the starting point for optimization and multiply running the entire proce-
dure, which increases computation time. For theoretical derivations and implementation details
see Sections 4 and 5 of Li et al. (2012). For a simulation comparison of the polynomial rule in
the DD-plot and the DDα-separator see Section 5 of Lange et al. (2014b).
In his PhD-thesis, Vencalek (2011) suggests to perform the kNN classification in the depth
space, and proves its consistency for elliptically distributed classes with identical radial densities.
For theoretical details and a simulation study see Sections 3.4.3 and 3.7 of Vencalek (2011),
respectively. It is worth to notice that the kNN-separator has another advantage — it is directly
extendable to more than two classes.
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Figure 7: The steps of the α-procedure. The number of errors is shown in the right top corner of
each plot. Here we denote the depth of a point w.r.t. red and blue classes by x and y, respectively.
The two-dimensional spaces are shown for each pair of properties. On the first step all pairs of
properties are considered, on the second step the remaining features are taken together with the
first feature F1. In this example properties x and y are selected on the first step and x3 on the
second.
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4 Outsiders
For a number of depth notions like halfspace, zonoid, or simplicial depth, the depth of a point
vanishes beyond the convex hull of the data. This leads to the problem that new points (to be
classified) lying beyond the convex hull of each of the training classes have depth zero w.r.t. all
of them. By that, they are depth-mapped to the origin of the DD-plot, and thus cannot be readily
classified. We call these points outsiders (Lange et al., 2014b).
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Figure 8: Points to be classified (green) in the original (left) and depth (right) space.
Regard Figure 8, where three green points are to be classified. Point “1” has positive depth
in both classes, and based on its location in the DD-plot will be assigned to the less scattered
“red” class. Point “2” has zero depth in the “red” class, but a positive one in the more scattered
“blue” class, to which it will be assigned based on the classification rule in the DD-plot. Point
“3” on the other hand has zero depth w.r.t. both training classes, and thus classification rule in
the DD-plot is helpless. Nevertheless, visually it clearly belongs to the “blue” class, and most
probably would be correctly classified by a very simple classifier, say a poorly tuned kNN (e.g.
1NN). The suggestion thus is to apply an additional fast classifier to the outsiders.
The R-package ddalpha implements a number of outsider treatments: linear (LDA) and
quadratic (QDA) discriminant analysis, kNN, maximum depth classifier based on Mahalanobis
depth; and additionally random classification or identification of outsiders for statistical analysis
or passing to another procedure. For the same experimental setting as in Section 2.4, we con-
trast these treatments in Figure 9, comparing classification errors on outsiders only. One can see
that for the heavy-tailed Cauchy distribution, where classes may be rather mixed, no outsider
treatment performs significantly better than random assignment. The situation improves with
increasing number of degrees of freedom of the Student-t distribution, with LDA forming the
classification error frontier, as the classes differ in location only. On the other hand, with increas-
ing ni, difference between the treatment becomes negligible. For an extensive comparative study
of different outsider treatments the reader is referred to Mozharovskyi et al. (2015).
If outsiders pose a serious problem, one can go for a nowhere-vanishing depth. But in general,
the property of generating outsiders should not necessarily be seen as a shortfall, as it allows for
additional information when assessing the configured classifier or a data point to be classified. If
too many points are identified as outsiders (what can be checked by a validation procedure), this
may point onto inappropriate tuning. On the other hand, if outsiders appear extremely rarely in the
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Figure 9: Error rates of various outsiders treatment. Only outsiders are classified.
classification phase (or, e.g., during online learning), an outsider may be an atypical observation
not fitting to the data topology in which case one may not want to classify it at all but rather label
indicatively.
5 An extension to functional data
Similar to Section 3, consider a binary classification problem in the space of real valued functions
defined on a compact interval, which are continuous and smooth everywhere except for a finite
number of points, i.e. given two classes of functions: F1 = {f1, ..., fn1} andF2 = {f1, ..., fn2},
again indexing observations by i = 1, ..., n1, n1 + 1, ..., n1 + n2 for convenience. (An aggrega-
tion scheme extends this binary classification to the multiple one.) The natural extension of the
depth-based classification to the functional setting consists in defining a proper depth transform
(F1,F2) 7→ Z = {zi = (D(fi|F1), D(fi|F2)), i = 1, ..., n1 + n2} similar to that in Sec-
tion 3. For this, a proper functional depth should be employed (see Mosler and Polyakova, 2012;
Nieto-Reyes and Battey, 2016, and references therein for an overview), followed by the suitable
classification technique in the (finite dimensional) depth space. As the functional data depth re-
duces space dimensionality from infinity to one, the final performance is sensitive to the choice of
the depth representation and of the finite-dimensional separator, and thus both constituents should
be chosen very carefully. Potentially, this lacks quantitative flexibility because of the finite set
of existing components. Nevertheless, in many cases this solution provides satisfactory results;
see a comprehensive discussion by Cuesta-Albertos et al. (2016) with experimental comparisons
involving a number of functional depth notions and q-dimensional classifiers, as well as their
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implementation in the R-package fda.usc. Corresponding functional depth procedures can also
be used with R-package ddalpha, see Section 6 for a detailed explanation.
ddalpha suggests two implementations of the strategy of immediate functional data pro-
jection onto a finite-dimensional space with further application of a multivariate depth-based
classifier: componentwise classification by Delaigle et al. (2012) and LS-transform proposed by
Mosler and Mozharovskyi (2015). Both methodologies allow to control for the quality of classifi-
cation in a quantitative way (i.e. by tuning parameters) when constructing the multivariate space,
which in addition enables consistency derivations. For the first one the reader is referred to the
literature; the second one we present right below.
In application, functional data is usually given in a form of discretely observed paths f˜i =
[fi(ti1), fi(ti2), ..., fi(tiNi)], which are the measurements at ordered (time) points ti1 < ti2 <
... < tiNi , i = 1, ..., n1+n2, not necessarily equidistant nor same for all i. Fitting these to a basis
is avoided as the choice of such a basis turns out to be crucial for classification and thus should
better not be independently selected prior to it. Instead, a simple scheme is suggested based on
integrating linearly extrapolated data and their derivatives over a chosen number of intervals. Let
mini ti1 = 0 and let T = maxi tiNi , then one obtains the following finite-dimensional transform:
fˆi 7→ xi =
[∫ T/L
0
fˆi(t)dt, . . . ,
∫ T
T (L−1)/L
fˆi(t)dt,
∫ T/S
0
fˆ ′i(t)dt, . . . ,
∫ T
T (S−1)/S
fˆ ′i(t)dt
]
, (13)
with fˆi(t) being the function obtained by connecting the points (tij , fi(tij)), j = 1, . . . , Ni
with line segments and setting fˆi(t) = fi(ti1) when 0 ≤ t ≤ ti1 and fˆi(t) = fi(tiki) when
tiNi ≤ t ≤ T , fˆ ′i(t) being its derivative, and L, S ≥ 0, L + S ≥ 2 being integers. L and
S are the numbers of intervals of equivalent length to integrate over the location and the slope
of the function, and have to be tuned. One can use intervals of different length or take into
account higher-order derivatives (constructed as differences, say), but the suggested way appears
to be simple and flexible enough. Moreover it does not introduce any spurious information.
The set of considered LS-pairs can be chosen on the basis of some prior knowledge about the
nature of the functions or just by properly restricting the dimension of the constructed space by
dmin ≤ L + S ≤ dmax. Cross-validation is then used to choose the best LS-pair. ddalpha
suggests to reduce the set of cross-validated LS-pairs by employing the Vapnik-Chervonenkis
bound. The idea behind is that, while being conservative, the bound can still provide insightful
ordering of the LS-pairs, especially in the case when the empirical risk and the bound have the
same order of magnitude.
Given a set of considerable pairs S = {(li, si)|i = 1, ..., Nls}, for each its element calcu-
late the Vapnik-Chervonenkis bound (see Mosler and Mozharovskyi, 2015, for this particular
derivation)
bV Ci = 
(
c, Fˆ (li,si)1 , Fˆ
(li,si)
2
)
+
√
ln 2
∑li+si−1
k=0
(
n1+n2−1
k
)− ln η
2(n1 + n2)
, (14)
where 
(
c, Fˆ (li,si)1 , Fˆ
(li,si)
2
)
is the empirical risk achieved by a linear classifier c on the data
transformed according to (13) with L = li, S = si and 1 − η is the chosen reliability level. In
ddalpha we set η = 1n1+n2 , and choose c to be the LDA for its simplicity and speed. Then a
subset SCV ⊂ S is chosen possessing the smallest values of bV Ci :
(
(lj , sj) ∈ SCV , (lk, sk) ∈
S \ SCV ) ⇒ (bV Cj < bV Ck ), and cross-validation is performed over all (l, s) ∈ SCV . For the
subsample referenced in introduction, the functions’ levels and slopes are shown in Figure 1; the
LS-representation is selected by reduced cross-validation due to (13) having (L, S) = (1, 1), and
is depicted in Figure 6, left.
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6 Usage of the package
The package ddalpha is a structured solution that provides computational machinery for a num-
ber of depth functions and classifiers for multivariate and functional data. It also allows for user-
defined depth functions and separators in the DD-plot (further DD-separators). The structure of
the package is presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: The structure of the package
6.1 Basic functionality
Primary aims of the package are calculation of data depth and depth-classification.
Data depth is calculated by calling
depth.<depthName>(x, data, ...),
where data is a matrix with each row being a d-variate point, and x is a matrix of objects
whose depth is to be calculated. Additional arguments (...) differ between depth notions. The
output of the function is a vector of depths of points from x. Most of the depth functions possess
both exact and approximative versions that are toggled with parameters exact and method,
see Table 1. The exact algorithms of Mahalanobis, spatial, and zonoid depths are very fast and
thus exclude the need of approximation. Mahalanobis and spatial depths use either traditional
moment or MCD estimates of mean and covariance matrix. Methods random for projection
depth and Sunif.1D for halfspace depth approximate the depth as the minimum univariate
depth of the data projected on num.directions directions uniformly distributed on Sd−1.
The exact algorithms for the halfspace depth implement the framework described in Section 2.2,
where the dimensionality k of the combinatorial space is specified as follows: k = 1 for method
recursive, k = d − 2 for plane and k = d − 1 for line, see additionally Dyckerhoff and
Mozharovskyi (2016). The second approximating algorithm for projection depth is linearize
— the Nelder-Mead method for function minimization, taken from Nelder and Mead (1965) and
originally implemented in R by Subhajit Dutta. For simplicial and simplicial volume depths,
parameter k specifies the number (if k > 1) or portion (if 0 < k < 1) of simplices chosen
randomly among all possible simplices for approximation.
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Depth Exact Approximative Parameter
Mahalanobis moment mah.estimate
MCD
spatial moment mah.estimate
MCD
none
projection random method
linearize
halfspace recursive Sunif.1D method
plane
line
simplicial + + exact
simplicial volume + + exact
zonoid +
Table 1: Implemented depth algorithms
In addition, calculation of the entire DD-plot at once is possible by
depth.space.<depthName>(data, cardinalities, ...),
where the matrix data consists of q stacked training classes, and cardinalities is a vec-
tor containing numbers of objects in each class. The method returns a matrix with q columns
representing the depths of each point w.r.t. each class.
Classification can be performed either in two steps — training the classifier with
ddalpha.train and using it for classification in ddalpha.classify, or in one step —
by function ddalpha.test(learn, test, ...) that trains the classifier with learn
sample and checks it on the test one. Other parameters are the same as for function
ddalpha.train and are described right below.
Function ddalpha.train is the main function of the package. Its structure is shown on
the right part of Figure 10.
ddalpha.train(data, depth = "halfspace", separator = "alpha",
outsider.methods = "LDA", outsider.settings = NULL,
aggregation.method = "majority",
use.convex = FALSE,
seed = 0, ...)
The notion of the depth function and the DD-separator are specified with the parameters depth
and separator, respectively. Parameter aggregation.method determines the method
applied to aggregate outcomes of binary classifiers during multiclass classification. When
"majority", q(q − 1)/2 binary one-against-one classifiers are trained, and for "sequent",
q binary one-against-all classifiers are taught. During classification, the results are aggregated us-
ing the majority voting, where classes with larger proportions in the training sample are preferred
when tied (by that implementing both aggregating schemes at once). Additional parameters of
the chosen depth function and DD-separator are passed using the dots, and are described in the
help sections of the corresponding R-functions. Also, the function allows to use a pre-calculated
DD-plot by choosing depth = "ddplot". For each depth function and depth-separator, a
validator is implemented — a special R-function that specifies the default values and checks the
received parameters allowing by that definition of custom depths and separators; see Section 6.2
for details.
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Outsider treatment is a supplementary classifier for data that lie outside the convex hulls
of all q training classes. It is only needed during classification when the used data depth pro-
duces outsiders or obtains zero values in the neighborhood of the data. Parameter use.convex
of ddalpha.train indicates whether outsiders should be determined as the points not con-
tained in any of the convex hulls of the classes from the training sample (TRUE) or those
having zero depth w.r.t. each class from the training sample (FALSE); the difference is ex-
plained by the depth approximation error. The following methods are available: "LDA",
"QDA" and "kNN"; affine-invariant kNN ("kNNAff"), i.e. kNN with Euclidean distance nor-
malized by the pooled covariance matrix, suited only for binary classification and using ag-
gregation with multiple classes and not accounting for ties, but very fast; maximum Maha-
lanobis depth classifier ("depth.Mahalanobis"); equal and proportional randomization
("RandEqual" and "RandProp") and ignoring ("Ignore") — a string “Ignored” is re-
turned for the outsiders. Outsider treatment is set by means of parameters outsider.methods
and outsider.settings in ddalpha.train. Multiple methods may be trained and then
the particular method is selected in ddalpha.classify by passing its name to parameter
outsider.method. Parameter outsider.methods of ddalpha.train accepts a vec-
tor of names of basic outsider methods that are applied with the default settings. Parameter
outsider.settings allows to train a list of outsider treatments, whose elements specify the
names of the methods (used in ddalpha.classify later) and their parameters.
Functional classification is performed with functions ddalphaf.train implementing
LS-transform (Mosler and Mozharovskyi, 2015) and compclassf.train implementing
componentwise classification (Delaigle et al., 2012).
ddalphaf.train(dataf, labels,
adc.args = list(instance = "avr",
numFcn = -1,
numDer = -1),
classifier.type = c("ddalpha", "maxdepth",
"knnaff", "lda", "qda"),
cv.complete = FALSE,
maxNumIntervals = min(25, ceiling(length(dataf[[1]]$args)/2)), $ closing dollar, MUST NOT BE PRINTED
seed = 0,
...)
compclassf.train(dataf, labels,
to.equalize = TRUE,
to.reduce = TRUE,
classifier.type = c("ddalpha", "maxdepth",
"knnaff", "lda", "qda"),
...)
In both functions, dataf is a list of functional observations, each having two vectors:
"args" for arguments sorted in ascending order and "vals" for the corresponding functional
evaluations; labels is a list of class labels of the functional observations; classifier.type
selects the classifier that separates the finitized data, and additional parameters are passed to
this selected classifier with dots. In the componentwise classification, to.equalize speci-
fies whether the data is adjusted to have equal (the largest) argument interval, and to.reduce
indicates whether the data has to be projected onto a low-dimensional space via the principal
components analysis (PCA) in case its affine dimension after finitization is lower than expected.
(Both parameters are recommended to be set true.)
The LS-transform converts functional data into multidimensional ones by averaging over
intervals or evaluating values on equally-spaced grid for each function and its derivative on L
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(respectively S) equal nonoverlapping covering intervals. The dimension of the multivariate
space then equals L + S. Parameter adc.args is a list that specifies: instance — the
type of discretization of the functions having values "avr" for averaging over intervals of the
same length and "val" for taking values on equally-spaced grid; numFcn (L) is the number of
function intervals, and numDer (S) is the number of first-derivative intervals.
The parameters L and S may be set explicitly or may be automatically cross-validated. The
cross-validation is turned on by setting numFcn = -1 and numDer = -1, or by passing a
list of adc.args objects to adc.args — the range of (L, S)-pairs to be checked. In the first
case all possible pairs of L and S are considered up to the maximal dimension that is set in
maxNumIntervals, while in the latter case only the pairs from the list are considered. The pa-
rameter cv.complete toggles the complete cross-validation; if cv.complete is set to false
the Vapnik-Chervonenkis bound is applied, which enormously accelerates the cross-validation,
as described in Mosler and Mozharovskyi (2015) in detail. The optimal values of L and S are
stored in the ddalphaf object, that is returned from ddalphaf.train.
6.2 Custom depths and separators
As mentioned above, the user can amplify the existing variety by defining his own depth func-
tions and separators. Custom depth functions and separators are defined by implementing three
functions: parameters validator, learning, and calculating functions, see Tables 2 and 3. Usage
examples are found in the manual of the package ddalpha.
Validator is a nonmandatory function that validates the input parameters and checks if the
depth calculating procedure is applicable to the data. All the parameters of a user-defined depth
or separator must be returned by a validator as a named list, otherwise they will not be saved in
the ddalpha object.
Definition of a custom depth function is done as follows: The depth-training function
.<name>_learn(ddalpha) calculates any data-based statistics that the depth function
needs (e.g., mean and covariance matrix for Mahalanobis depth) and then calculates the
depths of the training classes, e.g., by calling for each pattern i the depth-calculating function
.<name>_depths(ddalpha, objects = ddalpha$patterns[[i]]$points)
that calculates the depth of each point in objects w.r.t. each pattern in ddalpha and returns
a matrix with q columns. The learning function returns a ddalpha object, where the calculated
statistics and parameters are stored. All stored objects, including the parameters returned by the
validator, are accessible through the ddalpha object, on each stage. After having defined these
functions, the user only has to specify depth = "<name>" in ddalpha.train and pass
the required parameters there. (The functions are then linked via the match.fun method.)
Definition of a custom separator is similar. Recall that there exist binary separators applica-
ble to two classes, and multiclass ones that separate more than two classes at once. In case if the
custom method is binary, the package takes care of the voting procedures, and the user only has
to implement a method that separates two classes. The training method for a binary separa-
tor .<name>_learn(ddalpha, index1, index2, depths1, depths2) accepts
the depths of the objects w.r.t. two classes and returns a trained classifier. A multiclass sepa-
rator has to implement another interface: .<name>_learn(ddalpha), accessing the depths
of the different classes via ddalpha$patterns[[i]]$depths. The binary classifier can
utilize the whole depth space (i.e. depths w.r.t. other classes than the two currently under consider-
ation) to get more information like the α-separator does, or restrict to the DD-plot w.r.t. the two
given classes like the polynomial separator, by accessing depths1 and depths2 matrices.
The classifying function .<name>_classify(ddalpha, classifier, objects)
accepts the previously trained classifier and the depths of the objects that are classi-
fied. For a binary classifier, the indices of the currently classified patterns are accessible as
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.<name>_validate
validates parameters passed to ddalpha.train and passes them to the ddalpha object.
IN:
ddalpha the ddalpha object, containing the data and settings
<custom parameters> parameters that are passed to the user-defined method
... other parameters (mandatory)
OUT:
list() list of output parameters, after the validation is finished
these parameters are stored in the ddalpha object
.<name>_learn
trains the depth
IN:
ddalpha the ddalpha object containing the data and settings
MODIFIES:
ddalpha store the calculated statistics in the ddalpha object
depths calculate the depths of each pattern, e.g.
for (i in 1:ddalpha$numPatterns)
ddalpha$patterns[[i]]$depths =
.<name>_depths(ddalpha,
ddalpha$patterns[[i]]$points)
OUT:
ddalpha the updated ddalpha object
.<name>_depths
calculates the depths
IN:
ddalpha the ddalpha object containing the data and settings
objects the objects for which the depths are calculated
OUT:
depths the calculated depths for each object (rows),
with respect to each class (columns)
Usage: ddalpha.train(data, depth = "<name>",
<custom parameters>, ...)
Table 2: Definition of a custom depth function
classifier$index1 and classifier$index2. A binary classifier shall return a vec-
tor with positive values for the objects from the first class, and the multiclass classifier shall
assign to each object to be classified the index of the corresponding pattern in ddalpha.
Similarly to the depth function, the defined separator is accessible by ddalpha.train
by specifying separator = "<name>". If a nonbinary method is used, it is important
to set aggregation.method = "none" or (preferred but more complicated) to return
ddalpha$methodSeparatorBinary = F from the validator, otherwise the method will
be treated as a binary one, as by default aggregation.method = "majority".
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.<name>_validate
validates parameters passed to ddalpha.train and passes them to the ddalpha object
IN:
ddalpha the ddalpha object containing the data and settings
<custom parameters> parameters that are passed to the user-defined method
... other parameters (mandatory)
OUT:
list() list of output parameters, after the validation is finished,
these parameters are stored in the ddalpha object.
methodSeparatorBinary = F
in case of a multiclass classifier
.<name>_learn
trains the classifier. Is different for binary and multiclass classifiers.
IN:
ddalpha the ddalpha object, containing the data and settings
index1 (only for binary) index of the first class
index2 (only for binary) index of the second class
depths1 (only for binary) depths of the first class w.r.t. all classes
depths2 (only for binary) depths of the second class w.r.t. all classes
depths w.r.t. only given classes are received by
depths1[,c(index1, index2)]
for multiclass separator the depths are accessible via
ddalpha$patterns[[i]]$depths
OUT:
classifier the trained classifier object
.<name>_classify
classifies the objects
IN:
ddalpha the ddalpha object, containing the data and global settings
classifier the previously trained classifier
objects the objects (depths) that are classified
OUT:
result a vector with classification results:
positive values for class "classifier$index1" (binary) or
the indices of a pattern in ddalpha (multiclass)
Usage:
binary ddalpha.train(data, separator = "<name>",
aggregation.method = <any>,
<custom parameters>, ...)
multiclass ddalpha.train(data, separator = "<name>",
aggregation.method = "none",
<custom parameters>, ...)
Table 3: Definition of a custom separator
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6.3 Additional features
A number of additional functions are implemented in the package to facilitate assessing quality
and time of classification, handle multimodally distributed classes, and visualize depth statistics.
Benchmark procedures implemented in the package allow for estimating expected error rate
and training time:
ddalpha.test(learn, test, ...)
ddalpha.getErrorRateCV(data, numchunks = 10, ...)
ddalpha.getErrorRatePart(data, size = 0.3, times = 10, ...)
The first function trains the classifier on the learn sample, checks it on the test one, and
reports the error rate, the training time and other related values such as the numbers of correctly
and incorrectly classified points, number of ignored outsiders, etc. The second function performs
a cross-validation procedure over the given data. On each step, every numchunksth observation
is removed from the data, the classifier is trained on these data and tested on the removed obser-
vations. The procedure is performed until all points are used for testing. Setting numchunks
to n leads to the leave-one-out cross-validation (=jackknife) that is a consistent estimate of the
expected error rate. The procedure returns the error rate, i.e. the total number of incorrectly clas-
sified objects divided by the total number of objects. The third function performs a benchmark
procedure by partitioning the given data. On each of times steps, randomly picked size obser-
vations are removed from the data, the classifier is trained on these data and tested on the removed
observations. The outputs of this function are the vector of errors, their mean and standard de-
viation. Additionally, both functions report mean training time and its standard deviation. In all
three functions, dots denote the additional parameters passed to ddalpha.train. Benchmark
procedures may be used to tune the classifier by setting different values and assessing the error
rate. The function ddalpha.test is more appropriate for simulated data, while the two others
are more suitable for subsampling learning with real data and testing sequences from it. Analogs
of these procedures for a functional setting are present in the package as well:
ddalphaf.test(learn, learnlabels, test, testlabels, disc.type, ...)
ddalphaf.getErrorRateCV(dataf, labels, numchunks, disc.type, ...)
ddalphaf.getErrorRatePart(dataf, labels, size, times, disc.type, ...)
The discretization scheme is chosen with parameter disc.type setting it to "LS" or "comp".
Note that these procedures are made to assess the error rates and the learning time for a single set
of parameters. If the LS-transform is used, the parameters L and S shall be explicitly set with
adc.args rather then cross-validated.
Several approaches reflecting multimodality of the underlying distribution are implemented
in the package. These methods appear to be useful if the data substantially deviate from elliptical
symmetry (e.g. having nonconvex or nonconnected support) and the classification based on a
global depth fails to achieve close to optimal error rates. The methods need more complicated
and fine parameter tuning, whose detailed description we leave to the corresponding articles.
Localized spatial depth and a classifier based on it, proposed by Dutta and Ghosh (2015), can
be seen as a DD-classifier. The global spatial depth calculates the average of the unit vectors
pointing from the points fromX in direction z. We rewrite (3) denoting ti = Σ−
1
2 (X)(z − xi)
Dspt(z|X) = 1−
∥∥∥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
v
(
ti
)∥∥∥.
The local version is obtained by kernelizing the distances
DLspt(z|X) =
∥∥∥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
Kh(ti)
∥∥∥− ∥∥∥ 1
n
n∑
i=1
Kh(ti)v(ti)
∥∥∥,
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with the Gaussian kernel function Kh(x). The bandwidth parameter h defines the localization
rate. (If h > 1, the depth is multiplied by hd.)
The potential-potential (pot-pot) plot (Pokotylo and Mosler, 2016) bears the analogy to the
DD-plot and thus can be directly used in DD-classification as well. The potential of a class j is
defined as a kernel density estimate multiplied by the class’s prior probability and is used in the
same way as a depth
φˆj(x) = pj fˆj(x) =
1
n
nj∑
i=1
KHj (x,xji),
with a Gaussian kernel KH(x) and bandwidth matrix H = h2Σˆ(X). The bandwidth param-
eter h (called kernel.bandwidth in the package) is separately tuned for each class. The
parameters have to be properly tuned, using the following benchmark procedures:
min_error = list(a = NA, error = 1)
for (h in list(c(h_11, h_21), ... , c(h_1k, h_2k)))
{
error = ddalpha.getErrorRateCV(data, numchunks = <nc>,
separator = <sep>, depth = "potential", kernel.bandwidth = h,
pretransform = "NMahMom")
if(error < min_error$error)
min_error = list(a = a, error = error)
}
The depth-based kNN (Paindaveine and Van Bever, 2015) is an affine-invariant version of
the k-nearest-neighbor procedure. This method is different, in the sense that it is not us-
ing the DD-plot. It is accessible through functions dknn.train, dknn.classify and
dknn.classify.trained. For each point x0 to be classified, data points are appended
by their reflection w.r.t. x0, which results in the extended centrally symmetric data set of size 2n.
Then the depth of each data point is calculated in this extended data cloud, and x0 is assigned to
the most representable class among k points with the highest depth value, breaking ties randomly.
Each depth notion may be inserted. Training the classifier constitutes in its tuning by the leave-
one-out cross-validation. The method is integrated into the benchmark procedures, accessible
there by setting separator = "Dknn".
Depth visualization functions applicable to the two-dimensional data are also implemented
in the package. To visualize a depth function as a three-dimensional landscape, use
depth.graph(data, depth_f,
main, xlim, ylim, zlim, xnum, ynum, theta, phi, bold = F, ...)
The function accepts additional parameters: plot-limiting parameters xlim, ylim, zlim are
calculated automatically, parameters xnum, ynum control the resolution of the plot, parameters
theta and phi rotate the plot, and with parameter bold equal to TRUE the data points are
drawn in bold face.
Depth contours are pictured by the following functions:
depth.contours(data, depth,
main, xlab, ylab, drawplot = T, frequency=100, levels = 10, col, ...)
depth.contours.ddalpha(ddalpha,
main, xlab, ylab, drawplot = T, frequency=100, levels = 10)
Function depth.contours calculates and draws the depth contours Dα for given data. Pa-
rameter frequency controls the resolution of the plot, and parameter levels controls the
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vector of depth values of α for which the contours are drawn. Note that a single value set as
levels defines either the depth of a single contour (0 < levels ≤ 1) or the number (as its
ceiling) of contours that are equally gridded between zero and maximal depth value (levels
> 1). To combine the contours of several data sets or several different depth notions in one plot,
parameter drawplot should be set to FALSE for all but the first plot and the color should be
set individually through col. It is also possible to draw depth contours for a previously trained
ddalpha classifier. In this case classes will differ in colors.
Figures 2 and 3 show depth surface (left) and depth contours (right) for each of the imple-
mented depth notions. The two plots, e.g. for Mahalanobis depth, correspond (without additional
parameters that orientate the plot) to the calls depth.graph(data, "Mahalanobis")
and depth.contours(data, "Mahalanobis").
Another useful function draws the DD-plot either from the trained DDα-classifier or from
the depth space, additionally indicating the separation between the classes:
draw.ddplot(ddalpha, depth.space, cardinalities,
main = "DD plot", xlab = "C1", ylab = "C2",
classes = c(1, 2), colors = c("red", "blue", "green"), drawsep = T)
To facilitate saving the default parameters for the plots and resetting them, which may become
annoying when done often, function par(resetPar()) can be used.
Multivariate and functional data sets and data generators are included in the package
ddalpha to make the empirical comparison of different classifiers and data depths easier. 50
real multivariate binary classification problems were gathered and described by Mozharovskyi
et al. (2015) and are also available at http://www.wisostat.uni-koeln.de/de/
forschung/software-und-daten/data-for-classification/. The data can
be loaded to a separate variable with function variable = getdata("<name>"). Class
labels are in the last column of each data set. Functional data sets are accessible through functions
dataf.<name>() and contain four functional data sets and two generators from Cuevas et al.
(2007). A functional data object contains a list of functional observations, each characterized by
two vectors of coordinates, the arguments vector args and the values vector vals, and a list
of class labels. Although this format is clear, visualization of such data can be a nontrivial task,
which is solved by function plotf.
6.4 Tuning the classifier
Classification performance depends on many aspects: chosen depth function, separator, outsider
treatment, and their parameters.
When selecting a depth function, such properties as ability to reflect asymmetry and shape
of the data, robustness, vanishing beyond the convex hull of the data, and computational burden
have to be considered.
Depth contours of Mahalanobis depth are elliptically symmetric and those of projection depth
are centrally symmetric, thus both are not well suited for skewed data. Contours of spatial depth
are also rounded, but fit substantially closer to the data, which can also be said about simplicial
volume depth. Being intrinsically nonparametric, halfspace, simplicial, and zonoid depths fit
closest to the geometry of the data cloud, but vanish beyond its convex hull, and thus produce
outsiders during classification. All these depths are global and not able to reflect localities pos-
sibly present in the data. Local spatial depth as well as potentials compensate for this by fitting
multimodal distributions well, which is bought at the price of computational burden for tuning a
parameter due to an application specific criteria.
Halfspace, simplicial, and projection depths are robust, while outlier sensitivity of Maha-
lanobis and spatial depths depends on the underlying estimate of the covariance matrix. To
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obtain their robust versions, the MCD estimator is applied in package ddalpha. Parameter
mah.parMcd used with Mahalanobis and spatial depths corresponds to the portion of the data
for which the covariance determinant is minimized. Simplicial volume and zonoid depths, being
based on volume and mean, fail to be robust in general as well.
Halfspace, zonoid, and simplicial depths produce outsiders; their depth contours are also not
smooth, and the contours of the simplicial depth are even star-shaped. These depths must not be
considered if a substantial portion of points lies on the convex hull of the data cloud; in some
cases, especially in high dimensions, this may reach 100%, see also Mozharovskyi et al. (2015).
Most quickly computable are Mahalanobis, spatial, and zonoid depths. Their calculation
speed depends minorly on data dimension and moderately on the size of the data set, while com-
putation time for simplicial, simplicial volume, and exact halfspace depths dramatically increases
with the number of points and dimension of the data. Approximating algorithms balance between
calculation speed and precision depending on their parameters. Random halfspace and projec-
tion depths are driven by parameter num.directions, i.e. the number of directions used in
the approximation. The approximations of simplicial and simplicial volume depths depend on
the number of simplices picked, which is set with parameter k. If a fixed number of simplices k
> 1 is given the algorithmic complexity is polynomial in d but is independent of n, given k. If
a proportion of simplices is given (0 < k < 1), then the corresponding portion of all simplices
is used and the algorithmic complexity is exponential in n, but one can assume that the approx-
imation precision is kept on the same level when n changes. Note that in R2, the exact efficient
algorithm of Rousseeuw and Ruts (1996) is used to calculate simplicial depth.
Based on the empirical study using real data (Pokotylo and Mosler, 2016), the classifiers’
error rates grow in the following order: DDα, polynomial classifier, kNN; although DDα and
the polynomial classifier provide similar polynomial solutions and kNN sometimes delivers good
results when the other two fail. The degree of the DDα and the polynomial classifier and the
number of nearest neighbors are automatically cross-validated, but maximal values may be set
manually. To gain more insights, depth-transformed data may be plotted (using draw.ddplot).
The outsider treatment should not be regarded as the one that gives the best separation of the
classes in the original space, but rather be seen as a computationally cheap solution for points
right beyond their convex hulls.
In functional classification, parameters L and S can be set by the experience-guided applicant
or determined automatically by means of cross-validation. The ranges for cross-validation can be
based on previous knowledge of the area or conservatively calculated.
Benchmark procedures that we included in the package may be used for empirical parame-
ters’ tuning, by iterating the parameters values and estimating the error rates. For example, the
following code fragment searches for the separator, depth, and some other parameters, which
deliver best classification:
min_error = list(error = 1, par = NULL)
for (par in list(par_set_1, ... , par_set_k))
{
error = ddalpha.getErrorRateCV(data, numchunks = <nc>,
separator = par$sep, depth = par$depth,
other_par = par$other_par )
if(error < min_error$error)
min_error = list(error = error, par = par)
}
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